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VARIABLE SUBSTITUTION AT SCHOOL 

How do we have to modify the graph of f  in order to find the graph of the function 

g  which is given by )+f(x=g(x) 3 ?  

The problem is standard and appears first for a quadratic function f  in Grade 8 and 

in the above general phrasing in the context of modeling and preparation of the 

³VPDOO�FKDLQ�UXOH´�LQ�*UDGH������*HUPDQ�FXUULFXOXP� 

Understanding of the mathematical question takes for granted some experience with 

the mathematical objects involved in the formulation of the problem as well as their 

relations and role in a wider context. Examples of prerequisite mathematical objects 

in the German curriculum are coordinate system, units, correspondence, linear 

functions, different representations of functional dependencies with and without 

calculator (value table, graph, term, text), standard functions, such as rational, 

trigonometric, exponential functions. The understanding and handling of these 

objects by students depends a lot on the attitude of the teacher and ranges from 

recalling definitions or knowing the calculator commands up to their conceptual use 

as a tool.  

In the last decade, the theoretical approach to functional dependencies in textbooks 

became extremely pictorial, bounded to CAS supported graphs and concrete 

functions. On the other hand, later on, in the context of modeling, maximum and 

minimum value problems and integration problems are often formulated in algebraic 

notations (e.g. b)+(ax=f(x) sin ). 

The existing teaching and textbook culture defines a certain linguistic frame for the 

determination of the graph in question. 

The Graph of )+f(x=g(x) 3  can be found by various thinking activities, using various 

skills, solving problems formulated in various contexts and answering differently 

interpreted questions, following instructions or working in a group, trying to solve a 

problem or to teach the rules to somebody else...  

The solution itself tells little about the mathematical acquaintance of the student, it 

could e.g. be an imitation learned by rote. His mathematical awareness manifests 

itself in the way the student talks about his solution, his first intuition, the 

appearance and development of his assumptions, doubts he has, thought experiments 

he went through. Thereby his possibilities to couch generalizations, analogies, 

counter examples etc. will depend on the language of the mathematical concepts of 

which the objects involved make a part. 

In different concepts the denotation given to the objects can coincide: the (pointwise 

defined) polynomial function is also the polynomial function defined by its 

coefficients and is also the polynomial function as an element of the set of all 

continuous functions.  
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The meaning of the mathematical object as a concept itself is constituted by different 

contexts the object can be embedded into (part of existing mathematical theories), as 

well as by the problems which can be solved by using it as a tool. The tool-object-

duality was explicitly introduced by R. Douady and used in the context of didactical 

engineering for concept development (e.g. Douady, 1997). We interpret this principle 

in an activity frame in order to change the constructivist perspective by a social-

historical one.  

Speaking in the terminology of activity theory: 

WKH� PDWKHPDWLFDO� FRQFHSW� ³VXEVWLWXWLRQ� RI�

YDULDEOHV´�FDQ�LQ�WKH�PRGHO�RI�DQ�DFWLRQ�DSSHDU�LQ�

two positions: as an object and as a mediating 

tool. The general model used in activity theory 

can be represented by the diagram on the right. 

This general scheme can be applied to a concrete 

mathematical problem in two different ways (see fig. 1). 

 

Figure 1: Substitution of variables as an object and as a mediating tool. 

We can for instance consider variable substitution as a special case of a considerable 

more general method (concept): structure preserving transformations. Typical 

problems, which are solved by using structure preserving transformations are: 

finding a representative with the same structure but easier to handle (e.g. nicer 

coordinates) or transforming a given object in order to get a whole class with the 

same properties (possible solutions of an equation). We can also look at variable 

substitution as special case of the method of introducing coordinates, i.e. 

coordinatization. Typical problems handled by this method are finding explicit 

VROXWLRQV�LQ�ORFDO�FRRUGLQDWHV��7D\ORU�H[SDQVLRQV��HTXDWLRQV�RQ�PDQLIROGV«� 

In other words the given mathematical object can be conceptualized in different 

ways, creating different methods for problem solving. Also the mathematical object 

on its own can be defined in different ways using different mathematical languages ± 

and therefore predetermining different conceptual developments.  
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paradigm). It seems to us that these linguistic data structure the zone of proximal 

development in the way in which speech and motivation are interacting with 

thinking.  

LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF THE EXAMPLE )+f(x 3  

For the conceptual framework of mathematical awareness we distinguish three 

aspects contents, thinking and skills as three main dimensions in which mathematical 

aptitude can be positioned. The basic idea is: the quality of the respective 

mathematical awareness is not an additional dimension in this diagram but it 

qualifies the way in which the contents, skills, and thinking are connected, thus it 

qualifies the way in which for example someone argues in arithmetic by visualizing 

or someone proves in calculus by algebraizing.  

On the level of contents we distinguish arithmetic, synthetic geometry, algebra, 

analytic geometry, calculus, logic, set theory, probability. 

Introduction of other subjects would be possible. The ordering of the topics follows 

roughly the order of historical development of mathematics, and also the growing 

complexity of the mathematical language (cf. Kvasz, 2008). 

The dimension of skills is separated from the dimension of the thinking activities. 

We address the following skills: to count, to calculate, to draw, to construct, to 

symbolize, to algorithmize, to visualize, to recognize patterns, to establish 

dependencies, to use limit transitions and to employ language. Particular skills are 

best acquired in corresponding contents, as for instance counting in arithmetic, 

drawing in synthetic geometry, etc. Nevertheless, one of the reasons for separating 

skills from contents is to emphasize the possibility (and actually the necessity) of 

transference of skills from one content to another. Thus we usually apply addition to 

numbers, but we can add intervals, polynomials, vectors, functions, etc. So 

mathematical awareness is the awareness of the transferability of skills from one 

content to another. It is precisely the failure of many forms of mathematical 

instruction that particular skills are strictly tight to their corresponding content. 

Competence models, on the other hand, are tight to certain practical requests. Their 

solution requires different skills but remains on a certain level of thinking. In our 

model the relations between contents, skills and thinking allow a great variety of 

combinations. 

We distinguish the following possibly not exhaustive list of thinking activities: to 

observe, to formulate, to argue, to explain, to verbalize, to classify,  to define, to 

prove, to confine, to generalize, to vary, to concretize, to analogize, to structure. As 

in the previous case, also in the case of thinking, the role of an independent 

dimension emphasizes the manifold relations of thinking activities with the various 

topics and with the different skills. The student needs to master sufficiently a 

particular skill in order to be able to explain, define, or generalize a mathematical 
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awareness may in some sense be considered as the highest form of mathematical 

awareness, it becomes a kind of fata morgana without grounding on other types of 

mathematical awareness. In our example one could realize that the set-theoretical 

construction of graph is a very general construction which is used in topology or 

algebraic geometry to equip the graph of a function with topological or algebraic 

structure. 

DISCUSSION 

The work in our group was most inspiring. Discussions and demonstrations of 

various ways to link and join theories (cherry picking, organized networking, applied 

QHWZRUNLQJ� WKHRULHV«�� HQFRXUDJHG� XV� WR� PRUH� SUoblem and attention oriented 

developments of our approach. We are grateful for directing our attention to Regine 

'RXDG\¶V� PRGHO� DQG� UHDOL]DWLRQV� RI� WKH� WRRO-object-GXDOLW\� DQG� WR� -RKQ� 0DVRQ¶V�

complex and multi-purpose work on the development and education of awareness. 

The latter helped us in particular to place our approach and to structure what is to be 

done next. 
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